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Aubrey Shomo is staging a
one-week hunger protest
right outside Tony's
Market at 950 Broadway
-- but she doesn't have a
beef with Tony's. Rather,
she wants to get the
attention of Mark Noel,
clemency director for the
State of Colorado, whose office is right above Tony's.

Since she has all the required permits to pitch her tent on Broadway for a week, Tony's has decided to
welcome her as a neighbor -- even if she won't be shopping in the store. (She's on a hunger strike, after
all.) "I just want her to have a peaceful protest," says store manager Stuart Stevenson.

Shomo gets out of her tent on Monday afternoon.
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IT'S PAT!

Possibly the stupidest protest. Ever.

You want to give her a peaceful protest? You better get that girls? phone number!

And...?!?!?!

Either I'm missing something from this piece (perhaps because I'm reading it on my phone), or this bit is lacking a TON of information.
Let's start with: Why, exactly, is this woman protesting?
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she wants a clemency hearing with the director of the program, who's located on the second floor of that building. she is not
interested in discussing her case with a journalist at this time.

A clemency hearing for whom? For herself? That is the info missing from this posting.

In any case, good luck to her; sitting outside Tony's not eating will be no small feat.
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